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Failure to wean off mechanical ventilation and need for re-
intubation adversely affects the clinical outcomes in critically
ill children. In a recent study, despite protocolized weaning
and spontaneous breathing trials (SBT), 8.3% and 10.3% of
mechanically ventilated children had extubation failure within
48 h and need for post extubation non-invasive support, re-
spectively [1]. Extubation failure has been associated with
prolonged hospital stay and duration ofmechanical ventilation
[2]. Diaphragmatic dysfunction has been associated with
higher extubation failure rate [2].

Accurate assessment of diaphragmatic function involves
special equipment and invasive procedures like esophageal
and stomach pressure probes, and phrenic nerve stimulation
[1]. Ultrasound can be used as a non-invasive bedside tool to
assess diaphragmatic function and lung parenchyma status in
critically ill children. Ultrasound can assess percentage change
in diaphragmatic thickness from expiration to inspiration (di-
aphragmatic thickening fraction, DTF) and amplitude of dia-
phragmatic dome movements in respiratory cycle (diaphrag-
matic excursion, DE) which are indicators of strength of dia-
phragmatic contractions [2]. Lung parenchyma is assessed by
a semi-quantitative score (Lung Ultrasound Score, LUS)
based on frequency of B-lines in different lung fields (score
0 to 3 in each field), with higher score indicating worse pa-
renchymal status [3].

In a study published in this issue of the journal by Abdel
Rahman DA et al., 106 mechanically ventilated children were
examined with diaphragm and lung ultrasound during SBT
[4]. They found that infants with weaning failure had signifi-
cantly lower DTF and DE, and higher LUS compared to suc-
cessful weaning (p < 0.001 for all comparisons). Performance
of the ultrasound parameters was excellent with area under

receiver operator curve (AUROC) for DTF, DE and LUS for
prediction of weaning failure being 0.932, 0.876 and 0.934,
respectively. Best cut-off values for DTF, DE and LUS for
predicting weaning failure were < 23.17%, < 6.2 mm,
and ≥ 12 respectively. But the current study has unusually
high extubation failure rate of 39.6% [4].

Previous study in 50 children also demonstrated similar
cut-off of ≥21% for DTF for successful weaning with success-
ful weaning in 78% children [2]. Recent meta-analysis of 742
adults reported summary AUROC of 0.838 and 0.859 for
DTF and DE, respectively [5]. But cut-offs for DTF and DE
were highly variable ranging from 20 to 36%, and 10 to
15 mm, respectively, and there was significant heterogeneity
in the studies [5]. A recent multi-centric study including 191
adults older than 65 y with prolonged ventilation (> 7 d) found
no difference in mean (SD) DTF and DE in extubation success
vs. failure, 29 (29)% vs. 38 (48)% (p = 0.83) and 14 (7) mm
vs. 11 (8) mm (p = 0.13) respectively [6]. LUS has not been
previously studied in children to predict extubation outcomes.
Studies in adults demonstrated significantly higher weaning
failure and respiratory distress with higher pre-extubation
LUS [3, 7].

Both the pediatric studies suggest that weaning outcome
can be predicted by ultrasound based diaphragmatic function
parameters while results of the large multi-centric study are
discouraging for its use in adults [2, 4, 6]. Strength of respira-
tory efforts are dependent mainly on diaphragm in infants and
young children due to their horizontally placed ribs and com-
pliant chest wall, while the contribution of chest wall muscles
is greater in adults. This could possibly explain better perfor-
mance of diaphragmatic ultrasound in infants and young chil-
dren included in the above pediatric studies.

The study by Abdel Rahman et al. has a few limitations [4].
The authors have not reported the outcome of spontaneous
breathing trial (SBT) in the subjects: of 106 children, how
many failed a SBT?

Most of the available studies are observational with no
comparator arm for estimating added benefit of DTF and DE
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to protocolized extubation with SBT. As success of SBT in-
cludes the balance of overall respiratory load and respiratory
reserve, it is to be seen if DTF and DE can contribute above
that. Though, DTF and DE can be utilized to ascertain respi-
ratory reserve, it will be interesting to see if these parameters
could identify candidates for prophylactic non-invasive sup-
port post-extubation. Inter-observer variability due to subjec-
tive nature of ultrasound reading is one of the limitations. A
recent study described inter-rater mean difference in diaphrag-
matic thickness of 1.3 (0.3) mm, which is comparable to dia-
phragmatic thickness in the study by Abdel Rahman et al. [8].
Clinical trials of the ultrasound guided weaning protocols will
better clarify its significance in clinical decision making.
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